Histoire Épistémologie Langage.
Information note for authors

HEL publishes thematic issues and open issues. Each issue is about 400 000 signs in length.
The journal is published on paper and electronically but the electronic version is freely
available on the internet only after a delay of 3 years (moving wall principle). Projects for
thematic issues are read by at least one member of the Reading Committee specialized in the
intended topic and are selected by the Editorial Board on the basis of his or her report. Such
projects, when submitted, must include a synthetic description of their general orientation, a
list of the papers considered and a short synopsis of each paper (with an indication of each
author’s name and of the intended length of his or her paper). The papers submitted for an
open issue are selected on the basis of two independent reports (doubly anonymously) by
members of the Reading Committee.
The Editorial Board may occasionally accept to publish editions of reasonably short Ms
source material or translations of documents written in languages not usually known to the
journal’s readers. The languages of the journal are French and English, but no issue can be
entirely in English. Articles written in the other european languages are also accepted.
Unpublished manuscripts will not be returned.
Articles, or thematic projects, should be submitted both in printed and electronic form:
Revue Histoire, Épistémologie, Langage
Laboratoire Histoire des Théories Linguistiques
Université Paris Diderot
Case 7034 5 rue Thomas Mann
75205 Paris cedex 13
mail : hel-secretariat@univ-paris-diderot.fr
Papers should be accompanied by two 120 words abstracts, one in English and one in French
and by a list of keywords. We recommend that the iconography should be furnished on
numeric support (EPS format, 600 dpi minimum, Photoshop or Illustrator). The illustrations
are not included in the text and are delivered independently in separate files. Citations
(references) must be given by mentioning the name of the author, the publication date and the
page (e.g. Stéfanini 1976, p. 26 or Stéfanini 1976, p. 26-30). Proper names appear in lower

case throughout (in the text and in the citations as well as in the reference section).The
reference section (bibliography) must be consistent with the following examples :
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